
What questions are we answering?   

Do we go with low code no code platforms?  
How can we integrate multiple different systems and monitor  
and manage these integrations? 

 

Our Approach   

truData partners with clients in building Integration Platform  

as Service (iPaaS) solutions between disparate systems using 

out of the box connectors.  

We help automate your business-critical workflows to save  

on operations.  

truData supports companies with seamless DevOps and  

system monitoring to ensure your workflows operate with  

high efficiency. 

 

Tools Involved   

Azure Logic Apps, Functions, Azure API Management, Azure DevOps, 

MuleSoft, Dell Boomi

Integration Platform as Service (iPaaS) solutions allow us to build integrations 
between disparate systems using out of the box connectors

iPaaS Solutions

Problem/Challenge 
 

Companies undergoing Digital Transformation tend to have multiple disparate systems to integrate  

traditional applications, cloud native applications and third party SaaS products

Business Benefit  

 Lower cost of development and  

maintenance with low code or no code 

Pay as you go  

 Integrate systems faster, results in  

quicker release to market 
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Integration using iPaaS

truData Overview 
 
truData is an industry-leading cloud professional services company, 

focused on application modernization, innovations and integrations.  

We have established several key strategic channel partnerships with 

MS Azure, AWS, Google Cloud Platform, Snowflake and SAP. 
 
truData’s partners with clients in the delivery of strategy and roadmap, 

project implementation, application managed services and staff 

augmentation capabilities. 
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https://trudatasolutions.com/


truData’s strategic partnerships complement our 

cloud modernization services and allow us to deliver 

multi-faceted programs to solve your most critical 

business needs. 

Cloud Data Warehousing 

Data Management and Governance 

Cloud Integration (iPaaS) 

Application Modernization 

Cloud Migration 

Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 

Strategic 
Partnerships

Our 
Capabilities  

Our MultiShore model offers several options, including 

truData’s nearshore and offshore capabilities that  

provide 0800hrs–1700hrs coverage at an improved 

price point without sacrificing quality of delivery.  

This is realized through truData’s North and Central 

America, Asia and Europe operations.

For further information and support please contact Nevvar Hickmet, Managing Partner at nhickmet@trudatasolutions.com 
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